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You Too Can Reduce Your Debt Overnight With A Simple 5-Minute Phone CallLearn the secrets for

getting out of credit card debt fast and getting your finances back in orderWritten by the owner of a

credit card debt company, this guide shares insider secrets your credit card company doesn't want

you to know about! In this book you will learn:How To Get Your Credit Card Company To Do What

You Want!Learn the secret words that will get any credit card company to listen to your demands -

whether you want a settlement, lower interest rate or any fees waived.Why You Must Read This

Book Before Making Another PaymentAre you tired of being hounded by credit card collectors?Are

you sick of being behind on your bills?Rogue entrepreneur Tom Corson-Knowles owns a debt

buying company. That's right, he buys credit card debt and collects it.In this book, Tom shares what

the banks and collections agencies don't want you to know - how to settle your credit card debt at

an 80% discount with a 5 minute phone call.How To Reduce Your Debt Overnight: A Simple System

For Eliminating Credit Card And Consumer Debt is the ultimate guide for getting out of debt. Over

100 Million Americans are head-over-heels in debt today - why have we fallen so far so

fast?Entrepreneur and investor Tom Corson-Knowles shares his point of view as the owner of a

credit card debt buying company. Having worked with hundreds of consumers in credit card debt,

Tom has seen first-hand the mistakes people make that get them into debt - and keep them stuck

there.
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The author brings his own expertise to this subject and offers common sense advice that can help

you, first to get a handle on the facts about your situation, and then to do something about it. I found

it to be a good overview of the subject of debt reduction. It's quick to read, but contains lots of

actionable advice. I've read many books about personal finances over the years. I didn't really

expect to learn anything new, but this book offered some inside information I didn't know before.

Well worth the price.

If you're in debt, and don't know what to do about it, this gives common sense advice. It also has

information about options to consider to handle your debts, plus a sample evaluation form to

determine your financial status.

I read this book in one sitting. There was a lot of information I already knew and there were

surprises. The chapter about rich versus poor answers was enlightening. I like Tom's honesty about

how one gets into debt. My only criticism and ding for one less star is sloppy editing. Poor editing

will cause a reader to stumble. Either consciously or unconsciously she will wonder why she feels

dissatisfied with something she's read. Honor your readers. Give them good information and good

editing. In spite of the errors, the information was good and I appreciate it.I will keep this in the

Kindle reader on my PC and refer to it when I need some inspiration. Thank you for the links to the

videos.

If  allowed negative ratings, I would have given this book a -10! I was just shaking my head the

whole time I was reading, and I am surprised this book has any positive reviews. The "simple

system" of letting your debt go unpaid for months so that you can negotiate a settlement is not

common sense. It just teaches you to not taking personal responsibility for your debt and to push

the blame onto someone else. The idea of becoming debt free this way is a joke. This book tells you

to negotiate settlements with your debt collectors, and then follow the example of "rich people" by

using your credit cards for all your purchases. It is well known (and taught to salespeople) that if a

customer uses a credit card, they will spend more. If you try taking the easy way out and do nothing

to modify your behavior, you will just repeat the debt cycle over and over again. If you seriously

want to get out of debt, try reading Dave Ramsey's "Total Money Makeover". Yes, it takes time,

hard work, and sacrifice to pay off debts, but his system teaches you to stay away from debt and

how to actually build wealth!



very interesting. I found this book to be less relevant to me with its specific details because i live

outside of the US and the tax laws are different in my country.however, i found a way to apply some

of the tips to my own situation e.g. While the author talks about credit card debt, i took his tips and

made them relevant to my governement debt (tax issues). A quick read but very informative.

One of the worst financial advice books I've read. I really only learned what to ask for as far as

account status when you settle with a debt collectin agency. Otherwise most of it is common sense

on the reader's part. Mr. Corson-Knowles keeps suggesting to settle with a debt collection agency,

though repeatedly in a diluted manner states he sort of doesn't endorse it, sort of. But guess what

he got out of debt and now owns a lucrative debt collection agency. A definate personal agenda.

This was a waste of 58 pages.

The author gives a variety of ways to either pay off or pay down your debt. Lots of advice is given

for other ways to handle your credit problems.

This book has a lot of great tips in it to help with debt reduction. I appreciated that it is written in a

straigh-forward, to-the-point way. There isn't a lot of legal jargon that is irrelevent to most people.
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